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IntroductionIntroduction

The containment of sale prices is a vital key when setting The containment of sale prices is a vital key when setting 
up a viable and sustainable business venture in the up a viable and sustainable business venture in the 
digital multimedia content.digital multimedia content.
Possible solutions to this challenge could be found by Possible solutions to this challenge could be found by 
automating, accelerating and restructuring the automating, accelerating and restructuring the 
production process.production process.

The AXMEDIS Content Processing Area aims to meet the The AXMEDIS Content Processing Area aims to meet the 
challenges of market demand by: challenges of market demand by: 
♣♣ reducing costs for content production and management by reducing costs for content production and management by 

applying techniques for content composition, representation applying techniques for content composition, representation 
(format) and workflow; (format) and workflow; 

♣♣ reducing distribution and aggregation costs in order to increasereducing distribution and aggregation costs in order to increase
accessibility with a Peeraccessibility with a Peer--toto--Peer (P2P) platform at BusinessPeer (P2P) platform at Business--toto--
Business (B2B) level, which can integrate content management Business (B2B) level, which can integrate content management 
systems (CMS) and workflows; systems (CMS) and workflows; 

♣♣ integrating methods and tools for Digital Rights Management integrating methods and tools for Digital Rights Management 
(DRM), including the exploitation of MPEG(DRM), including the exploitation of MPEG--21.21.
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OverviewOverview

AXMEDIS Content Processing tools help content AXMEDIS Content Processing tools help content 
designer to:designer to:
♣♣ efficiently collect needed components, using advanced query efficiently collect needed components, using advanced query 

optionsoptions
♣♣ find/produce alternatives for those components that may present find/produce alternatives for those components that may present 

distribution problems (e.g. files too big, IPR or usage clearancdistribution problems (e.g. files too big, IPR or usage clearance e 
issues, etc.)issues, etc.)

♣♣ structure components, highlighting the semantic relations structure components, highlighting the semantic relations 
among themamong them

♣♣ bind content structure to some presentation styles bind content structure to some presentation styles 
♣♣ format broadcast/broadbandformat broadcast/broadband--quality content for delivery to a quality content for delivery to a 

variety of channels, eventually requiring repurposing or even revariety of channels, eventually requiring repurposing or even re--
authoringauthoring

♣♣ support different delivery channels according to various support different delivery channels according to various 
formatting styles and constrains reported in the final userformatting styles and constrains reported in the final user’’s s 
device profiledevice profile
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ContentContent GatheringGathering fromfrom CMSCMS
♣♣ AutomaticAutomatic contentcontent migrationmigration fromfrom ownown CMS CMS toto AXMEDIS worldAXMEDIS world
♣♣ AutomaticAutomatic metadatametadata mappingmapping

Content Publication and DistributionContent Publication and Distribution
♣♣ Publishing AXMEDIS objects from the database to the a distributiPublishing AXMEDIS objects from the database to the a distribution channel on channel 

or P2P network;or P2P network;
♣♣ Importing AXMEDIS objects from the P2P channelImporting AXMEDIS objects from the P2P channel toto ownown AXMEDIS AXMEDIS 

DatabaseDatabase
ContentContent CompositionComposition
♣♣ Basic CombinedBasic Combined assetsassets: different combinations of raw assets such as Text, : different combinations of raw assets such as Text, 

Images, Audio, Video (actual shot), Animation (synthetic), metadImages, Audio, Video (actual shot), Animation (synthetic), metadata, ata, 
descriptors, licenses, etcdescriptors, licenses, etc

♣♣ Advanced CombinedAdvanced Combined assetsassets: Multimedia presentation embedding sets of raw : Multimedia presentation embedding sets of raw 
assets such as MPEG4, Multimedia presentations composed of basicassets such as MPEG4, Multimedia presentations composed of basic
combined objects, such as HTML and related files, complex and arcombined objects, such as HTML and related files, complex and articulated ticulated 
educational objects such as SCORM, Macromedia, etc.educational objects such as SCORM, Macromedia, etc.

AXMEDIS Content Processing Area AXMEDIS Content Processing Area -- ActivitiesActivities

Your CMSs
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AXMEDIS Content Processing Area AXMEDIS Content Processing Area -- ActivitiesActivities

ContentContent FormattingFormatting and and AdaptationAdaptation, , AutomaticAutomatic contentcontent
descriptorsdescriptors extractionextraction
♣♣ exploit contents in some integrated visualization (editorial) exploit contents in some integrated visualization (editorial) 

format for their distribution and usage from the end user. format for their distribution and usage from the end user. 
♣♣ Adapting contents according to user profile and needs, specific Adapting contents according to user profile and needs, specific 

user profile, formatting style, optimization parameters, enduser profile, formatting style, optimization parameters, end--user user 
device profiledevice profile

♣♣ ExtractingExtracting descriptorsdescriptors forfor indexingindexing, , contentcontent retrievalretrieval, , contentcontent
classificationclassification, , iindexingndexing and Automatic summarizationand Automatic summarization

ContentContent ProtectionProtection, , AutomaticAutomatic LicenseLicense generation and generation and 
FingerprintingFingerprinting
♣♣ Applying Protection to AXMEDIS object: encryption, scrambling, Applying Protection to AXMEDIS object: encryption, scrambling, 

compression, fingerprint and creation of new Protection compression, fingerprint and creation of new Protection 
InformationInformation

♣♣ Generating a license from license model and additional Generating a license from license model and additional 
information.information.

♣♣ Invocation of some verification algorithms about licenses and Invocation of some verification algorithms about licenses and 
available rights to simulate the usage from the user site. available rights to simulate the usage from the user site. 
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A Distributed Engine for Content ProcessingA Distributed Engine for Content Processing

The AXMEDIS Content Processing Area activity is mainly The AXMEDIS Content Processing Area activity is mainly 
defined by rules which are written as scripts.defined by rules which are written as scripts.

The amount of work in terms of elaboration time and the The amount of work in terms of elaboration time and the 
dimension of data that the AXCP Area has to manage can dimension of data that the AXCP Area has to manage can 
be very high in most of the content factories in which be very high in most of the content factories in which 
even millions of digital resources are managed per even millions of digital resources are managed per 
months. months. 

The main idea to solve this problem has been to design The main idea to solve this problem has been to design 
the AXCS Engine as a distributed environment of rule  the AXCS Engine as a distributed environment of rule  
executors based on a GRID infrastructure.executors based on a GRID infrastructure.

This solution allows enhancing the capabilities of the This solution allows enhancing the capabilities of the 
AXMEDIS Content Processing area by running rules in AXMEDIS Content Processing area by running rules in 
parallel and rationally using the computational resources parallel and rationally using the computational resources 
accessible in the content factory.accessible in the content factory.
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AXMEDIS Content Processing Area AXMEDIS Content Processing Area -- ArchitectureArchitecture
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AXCP Rule FormalisationAXCP Rule Formalisation

An AXCP Rule is a procedure:An AXCP Rule is a procedure:

R = f(SR = f(S11,S,S22,..,S,..,Snn,P,P11,,……,P,Pmm))
Where:Where:
SSii is a database Selection, it is a sequence of queries to be sent is a database Selection, it is a sequence of queries to be sent to to 
the AXMEDIS Database to retrieve objects IDs or a set of object the AXMEDIS Database to retrieve objects IDs or a set of object IDs IDs 
to AXMEDIS objects or a mix of them;to AXMEDIS objects or a mix of them;

PPii is a parameter (basic type as integer, string, Boolean, etc.); is a parameter (basic type as integer, string, Boolean, etc.); 
♣♣ For example, coordinates for a formatting, size or value of objeFor example, coordinates for a formatting, size or value of object ct 

collection to be created, destination of the objects, name of thcollection to be created, destination of the objects, name of the author, e author, 
etc. etc. 

f f is the identifier of rule (name of rule or an ID);is the identifier of rule (name of rule or an ID);

RR is the result of the rule application. It can be a new AXMEDIS is the result of the rule application. It can be a new AXMEDIS 
object, or a metadata manipulation, the license of an AXMEDIS object, or a metadata manipulation, the license of an AXMEDIS 
object, a message to be returned to scheduler, etcobject, a message to be returned to scheduler, etc……
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AXCP Rule XML descriptionAXCP Rule XML description

General metadata regarding: rule General metadata regarding: rule 
name, AXRID (rule identifier), rule name, AXRID (rule identifier), rule 
version, rule type, software name, version, rule type, software name, 
version of software, date of version of software, date of 
production, time of production, production, time of production, 
author, affiliation, URL, comment, author, affiliation, URL, comment, 
last modification and terminal ID.last modification and terminal ID.
((HeaderHeader) ) 

Temporal metadata  describing Temporal metadata  describing 
conditions for firing the rule, conditions for firing the rule, 
expiration time, periodicity and expiration time, periodicity and 
the rule status (the rule status (““activeactive”” or or 
““inactiveinactive””) and ) and ((ScheduleSchedule))

List of arguments (parameters List of arguments (parameters 
and selections), list of and selections), list of 
dependences (required dependences (required 
AXMEDIS plugAXMEDIS plug--ins) and the rule ins) and the rule 
body (the JavaScript code to body (the JavaScript code to 
run).run).((DefinitionDefinition) ) 
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AXMEDIS Content Processing Area AXMEDIS Content Processing Area –– GRIDGRID

GRID infrastructure is realized as a P2P network based GRID infrastructure is realized as a P2P network based 
on TCP/UDP protocol and developed by using socket on TCP/UDP protocol and developed by using socket 
developed at DSI in the past. developed at DSI in the past. 
Each node of the P2P network is called GRID Peer Each node of the P2P network is called GRID Peer 
Each peer provides the communication and the file Each peer provides the communication and the file 
transfer support to components of the distributed transfer support to components of the distributed 
system. system. 
A GRID Peer provides four different and independent A GRID Peer provides four different and independent 
components:components:
♣♣ Peer ExplorerPeer Explorer –– to provide functionalities for discovering the to provide functionalities for discovering the 

presence of other peers based on UPD broadcast messages.presence of other peers based on UPD broadcast messages.
♣♣ Peer CommunicatorPeer Communicator –– to provide communication functionalities to provide communication functionalities 

and support for data exchanging with available peers.and support for data exchanging with available peers.
♣♣ Peer File TransferPeer File Transfer –– to provide functionalities and support for to provide functionalities and support for 

file transfer among selected peers.file transfer among selected peers.
♣♣ Peer Event ConsumerPeer Event Consumer –– to provide functionalities and support to provide functionalities and support 

for handling events of communication, file transfer and for handling events of communication, file transfer and 
discovering. discovering. 
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AXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler 1/1AXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler 1/1

The Rule Scheduler manages the rules The Rule Scheduler manages the rules 
and available remote executors. and available remote executors. 

Each Rule Remote Executor has a Each Rule Remote Executor has a 
corresponding counterpart image on the corresponding counterpart image on the 
Rule Scheduler side to represents its Rule Scheduler side to represents its 
capabilities and status. capabilities and status. 

Knowing the availability and capabilities Knowing the availability and capabilities 
of a Remote Executor is mandatory to of a Remote Executor is mandatory to 
verify the suitability of the computer that verify the suitability of the computer that 
will execute the rule. will execute the rule. 
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AXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler 2/2AXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler 2/2

Internal SchedulerInternal Scheduler
♣♣ It detects, fires, launches the execution of rules. It detects, fires, launches the execution of rules. 
♣♣ It preserves the scheduled work from catastrophic interruption oIt preserves the scheduled work from catastrophic interruption of service saving f service saving 

on disk a copy of the status of the process managed (executors aon disk a copy of the status of the process managed (executors and their rules) nd their rules) 
and allows restoring it.and allows restoring it.

DispatcherDispatcher
♣♣ Resource Controller Resource Controller 

It periodically checks and refreshes the availability of remote It periodically checks and refreshes the availability of remote executors in executors in 
the network of AXMEDIS factory. the network of AXMEDIS factory. 

♣♣ Optimizer Optimizer 
It receives rules to run and put them in an internal queue of ruIt receives rules to run and put them in an internal queue of rules to be les to be 
associated with executors. associated with executors. 
The choice of an executor is performed by checking the rule profThe choice of an executor is performed by checking the rule profile with the ile with the 
best profile among available remote executors. best profile among available remote executors. 

♣♣ Rule Launcher Rule Launcher 
It send commands (kill, pause, run, resume) to remote executors,It send commands (kill, pause, run, resume) to remote executors,
It calls them when associated with the rule and launches the exeIt calls them when associated with the rule and launches the execution of cution of 
rules. rules. 

♣♣ Rule Monitor Rule Monitor 
It monitors persistently the execution of rules by listening to It monitors persistently the execution of rules by listening to and interpreting and interpreting 
messages and notifications coming from remote executorsmessages and notifications coming from remote executors
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AXCP Rule Engine: Rule ExecutorAXCP Rule Engine: Rule Executor

It is a computational unit in the It is a computational unit in the 
distributed environment that distributed environment that 
executes the rule.executes the rule.

Rule Executor Manager Rule Executor Manager is the is the 
command interface to the command interface to the 
SpiderMonkeySpiderMonkey JavascriptJavascript engine.engine.
Script Executor Script Executor hosts an hosts an 
instance of instance of SpiderMonkeySpiderMonkey
JavascriptJavascript Engine (called JS Engine (called JS 
Engine).Engine).
Launcher and Launcher and InitializatorInitializator
prepare the JS prepare the JS EnviromentEnviroment and and 
create the context for the scriptcreate the context for the script

Executor Profile
♣ Identity of the executor (computer name, IP address, location, etc…)
♣ Computational capabilities: (CPU, RAM, Clock, Disk Space,  network costs

for the communication with the database, etc…)
♣ Provided Functionalities:

AXMEDIS Plug-In installed (For each plug in the name and version are 
provided).
External tools Plug-In installed (For each plug in the name and version 
are provided).

…

…
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AXMEDIS Content Processing Area AXMEDIS Content Processing Area –– Extended JavaScriptExtended JavaScript

JJavaavaSScriptcript was extendedwas extended
with data types derived from AXMEDIS Framework, MPEG21, and genewith data types derived from AXMEDIS Framework, MPEG21, and general resource ral resource 
definition such as: images, documents, video, licenses, etc. definition such as: images, documents, video, licenses, etc. 
to use different functionalities for content processing by meansto use different functionalities for content processing by means the AXMEDIS the AXMEDIS PluginPlugin
technology (adaptation, fingerprint, etctechnology (adaptation, fingerprint, etc……))
The JS The JS EngineEngine can can bebe usedused asas a java script code a java script code debuggerdebugger

A short list of designed JS classes:A short list of designed JS classes:
JS_AXOM JS_AXOM 

wraps the AXMEDIS Object Model (AXOM). It is responsible of AXMEwraps the AXMEDIS Object Model (AXOM). It is responsible of AXMEDIS object management in terms of: DIS object management in terms of: 
creation, embedding digital resources and metadata, storing/retrcreation, embedding digital resources and metadata, storing/retrieving into/from database, etc.ieving into/from database, etc.

JS_AXINFO JS_AXINFO 
maps and allows managing the metadata of the AXMEDIS objects. maps and allows managing the metadata of the AXMEDIS objects. 

JS_DUBLIN_CORE JS_DUBLIN_CORE 
maps the metadata related to the Dublin Core in the JavaScript. maps the metadata related to the Dublin Core in the JavaScript. 

JS_AXOM_CONTENT_PROCESSING JS_AXOM_CONTENT_PROCESSING 
provides a generic interface to AXMEDIS provides a generic interface to AXMEDIS PluginsPlugins for: for: Fingerprint, Digital Resource Adaptation, Metadata Fingerprint, Digital Resource Adaptation, Metadata 

Adaptation and Accessing to External tools.Adaptation and Accessing to External tools.
JS_SELECTION JS_SELECTION 

allows using Selection objects to manage the access and making qallows using Selection objects to manage the access and making queries to the AXMEDIS database. ueries to the AXMEDIS database. 
JS_PROTECTION, JS_PROTECTION, JS_LICENSEJS_LICENSE and and JS_DRMJS_DRM

provide methods for protecting AXMEDIS object, such as: encryptiprovide methods for protecting AXMEDIS object, such as: encryption, scrambling, compression, licensing access on, scrambling, compression, licensing access 
and manipulation (MPEGand manipulation (MPEG--21 REL/RDD and IPMP), .etc.; 21 REL/RDD and IPMP), .etc.; 

JS_FUNCTIONSJS_FUNCTIONS
is a set of auxiliary functions  for different purposes: is a set of auxiliary functions  for different purposes: Statistical, Combinatorial, Set Management, Generic Statistical, Combinatorial, Set Management, Generic (e.g. file (e.g. file 

system and network communication functions).system and network communication functions).
OtherOther…………
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AXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler GUIAXCP Rule Engine: Rule Scheduler GUI
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ConclusionConclusion

The architecture of the AXMEDIS Content Processing Area has The architecture of the AXMEDIS Content Processing Area has 
been described. been described. 
This Area is a core subsystem of the AXMEDIS Framework and This Area is a core subsystem of the AXMEDIS Framework and 
architecture for automatic content production, protection, formaarchitecture for automatic content production, protection, formatting, tting, 
metadata adaptation, etc., metadata adaptation, etc., 
The adopted solution was based on GRID Computing.The adopted solution was based on GRID Computing.
The whole activity of the AXMEDIS Content Processing Area is The whole activity of the AXMEDIS Content Processing Area is 
performed by a distributed Rule Engine that runs different AXCP performed by a distributed Rule Engine that runs different AXCP 
rule in parallel.rule in parallel.

Future workFuture work
The rational choice of the computational resources will be one oThe rational choice of the computational resources will be one of f 
the main future activities inside the AXEMDIS project. the main future activities inside the AXEMDIS project. 
This will be focused on the optimizer module inside the ScheduleThis will be focused on the optimizer module inside the Scheduler r 
optimisationoptimisation algorithm and artificial intelligence (e.g. Taboo Search, algorithm and artificial intelligence (e.g. Taboo Search, 
Genetic Algorithm, etcGenetic Algorithm, etc……) will be investigated to allow using ) will be investigated to allow using 
efficiently the GRID infrastructureefficiently the GRID infrastructure
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